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Abstract - This research was about green ecology applicated biology science. From recycle waste jute
fiber with carbonanotubes (CNT) had cloth bullet proof vests. Methode research experiment research
and development (R and D). Jute is a fibrous plant containing 13% more lignin than any other cellulosed
plants. The lignin is mainly composed of coniferyl phenylpropane units served as inner layer cover of
the plant. Besides its fruit which useful as traditional herb medicine (Rosella), jute plant has also been
used as bullet shield by Indonesian freedom fighters during the war in 1940s. Clothing manufacture by
adding jute with CNT 1% and 2% became novel discovery for making bulletproof vest cloth appropriate
to Indonesian National Armed Forces (TNI) SII standard.  Different bullet penetrations were resulted
from vest bulletproofing test with pistol FN22 of 7mm caliber. Bullets were able to penetrate into layer
11 of the cloth in 5 m distance by 24 sec/min velocity, layer 11-12 in 10 m distance by 26 min/sec velocity,
and layer 17 in 25 m distance by 27 sec/m velocity.  The fabric produced from jute experiment and 36
layers of CNT processed through CNT coating and reduction weighted only 3 to 3.8 kg. The result
pinpointed that bulletproof vest cloth composed by jute and CNT had similar quality with imported
bulletproof vest cloth of Kevlar type currently used by TNI which consisted of 3 kg of kevlar and 10kg of
layers with bullet penetration varied from layer 11 to 17. This discovery is an application of green
ecology science.
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 INTRODUCTION

Jute is a fiber-rich plant containing 13% more lignin
compared with other plants. Lignin is a given name
for a group of substance found inside plant cell
wall, particularly inside the wood layers which
composed of phenylpropane units. These
structures can be found inside the cell of non-
mature coniferous woods.  The coniferyl alcohol
may serve as initial substance of lignin molecules.
Out of many advantages of jute plant, this plant
was utilized as the body shield by Indonesian
freedom fighter during the war. Furthermore, the
jute’s fruit called Rosella, also known as traditional
medicinal herbs. Phenylpropane structure
functions to protect inner part of the plant,
therefore on the same basis, it was claimed that
Indonesian freedom fighters had covered
themselves with the jute plants to protect them
against the colonialists’ bullets.

By means of traditional processing and addition
of carbon nanotubes (CNTs), this research was

considered to be a research and experimental
development. It aimed to discover accurate formula
similar to imported kevlar clothing which is
currently utilized by Indonesian Armed forces as
bulletproof vest cloth.

THEORY
Jute

Jute is a fiber originated from outermost layer of
Corchorus capsularis dan Corchorus olitorius
plants. Jute plant which is grown to be harvested
for its fiber has small, long, and straight stems. The
plant is 3-meter height in average, and 1 – 2 cm of
stem diameter. The leaves particularly grow at the
upper part of the plant.

Yellowish raw jute fiber is mainly composed of:
  Cellulose .......................................  71%
  Lignin ........................................... 13%
  Hemi cellulose .............................. 13%
  Pectin ............................................ 0,2%
  Water soluble substances ..............  2,3%
  Fat and wax ...................................  0,5%
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The main difference between jute and other
stem fiber is its high-content of lignin.

Lignin is a name given to the group of substance
found inside the cell wall of plants, particularly
inside the wood layer which basicly structured
from phenylpropane units.

H    H    H
- C – C – C - H
H    H    H

For example, coniferyl alcohol, which has the
following structure:

HO OH = CH – CH2OH

            OCH3

It has phenylpropane units which existed inside
non-mature cells of caniferous wood.  Coniferyl
alcohol may be the initial substance to form lignin
molecules.

The primary characteristic of this molecule is its
ability to unite each other into many forms with
the existence of enzymes inside the fluid of the
wood. This evidenced by various form of
phenylpropane units resulted from lignin
synthesis.

Carbon nanotube (CNT)

Carbon nanotube (CNT) is a cylinder shape of
fullerene type with hexagonal carbon wall
(graphite structure) which both sides are often
found closed.

This type of carbon demonstrates unique
material characteristics. Many scientists reported
strong mechanical force of CNT which is beyond
mechanical force of any existing material. Although
precise nature of CNT has been reported in variably
manner, the result of experiment and modeling
indicates that CNT elasticity modulus is larger
than 1 TPA and 10 – 100 times stronger than steel
compared to equal object weight. Based on those
reports, CNT then classified in a new class of new
material.

In addition to its mechanical characteristic, CNT
also has favorable thermal and electrical
characteristics.  This material remains thermally
stable up to 2800°C in vacuum state, has thermal
conductivity approximately twice of diamond, as

well as electrical conductivity up to 1000 times of
copper. Based on these characteristics, CNT has
been manufactured into various microelectronic
devices.

Atom structure and morphology of CNT

CNT is described as graphite sheet which is coiled
into pipe form. Instead of forming three-dimension
of crystal cubic like a diamond, graphite is more
like a carbon which composed of two-dimension of
hexagonal sheets. As the result, each carbon has
three closest neighbors. By ‘coiling’ the graphite
sheet, CNT is then formed. Characteristics of CNT
are dependent on its atomic structure (on how
CNT is ‘coiled’), diameter and length of pipe, and its
morphology or nano structure. Based on number of
graphite sheets of its pipe wall, CNT classified into
multi-walled CNT (MWCNT) and single-walled
CNT (SWCNT).

In accordance with hexagonal graphite structure
of CNT, the carbon sheet can be coiled by two
different methods called chirality. As the
consequence, two type of CNT atom structure can
be formed: armchair and zigzag (Figure 1).
However, armchair shape has been reported to be
stronger than zigzag shape.

In application, hexagonal structure of carbon
may be altered by external load. Figure 2 showed
that hexagonal structure turned to pentagonal and
heptagonal when axial tensile strain applied. These
phenomena called Stone-Wales transformation.

Along with the defects, vary CNT morphology
may occur. Most of CNTs are formed in curved
shapes instead of straight cylinder shape.
Therefore, differences in CNT morphology are

Fig. 1 Illustration of CNT atom structure
(a) armchair and (b)zigzag [2]
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determined not only based on their different wall
number (SWCNT and MWCNT), but also on their
whole shapes or curvatures.

Potentials application of CNT

Several CNT applications are currently under
development including the making of artificial
muscle, bulletproof cloth which only weighted as
light as a shirt, body shield, and anti-explosive
blanket. For these applications, thinner, lighter, and
more flexible material with high dynamic
mechanical characteristic is needed. Specific for
bulletproof and anti-explosive applications, the
best material used for these purposes is something
that capable of absorbing higher energy and
allowing the bullet to bounce off or distort to
another directions. Recently, Kevlar fiber has been
widely used for bulletproof vest cloth because of its
extraordinary strength (~22 J/g). When the bullets
were fired against the bulletproof vest cloth, this
fiber absorbed the energy transmitted by the
bullets to the vest cloth.  The bullet velocity was
approximately 180 -1800 m/s. It has also been
reported that CNT had the ability to restrain the

bullet velocity of 200 -1400 m/s.
Additionally, many reports have demonstrated

that the highest CNT capacity to absorb energy
occurred when the bullets struck the center part of
CNT, and energy absorption can be improved by
increasing CNT pipe fingers. More importantly,
CNT which has been struck by the first bullet is
still able to restrain the second bullet fired with
similar velocity. These indicate that CNT has
constant ballistic restrain on the same struck point.

METHODS

This study applied a research and development
(RnD) method. In this research,  product was
created and tested continuously to discover
accurate formula for making a bulletproof vest
cloth whose composition was closer to kevlar’s.
Initially, the jute was treated with CNT 1%
reduction. A total of 30 layers weighted 2.8 kg was
produced. The bulletproofing test then conducted
in red baret special armed forces commando,
Cimahi Laboratory, Bandung with pistol FN46 of
9mm caliber in 5 m distance by 3 sec/m bullet

The following was Research Map of Jute CNT experiment with RnD method
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The bulletproofing test

The pistol used in this experiment

The body clay mannequin The experimented fabric product

velocity which appropriate to TNI SII standard.
The test result showed that bullet penetration was
found in 11 – 20 mm on body clay mannequin.
The RnD experiment continued to the next step,
coating the jute with CNT 2%.  This time, the
bulletproofing test conducted with pistol FN22 in 5
m, 10 m, and 25 m distances.  The kevlar product
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The jute plants

The jute processing

DISCUSSION

Data resulted from bulletproofing test with pistol
FN22 were described in Tabel 1.

Based on the bulletproofing test result as shown
above,  formula composition that closer to kevlar
weighted 2.8 -3 kg with bullet penetration into
layers 11- 17 was  formula of jute + CNT 1% coating
wighted 3.2 kg.

CONCLUSION

This study succesful to discover a formula for
making bulletproof vest cloth similar to kevlar
weighted 2.8 -3 kg with bullet penetration occurred
into layer 11-17. The formula was jute + CNT 1%
coating weighted 3.2 kg.
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Tabel 1.

No. Product 5 m distance 10 m distance 25 m distance

1 3kg of Jute  (36 layers) + Bullet penetrated into Bullet penetrated into Bullet penetrated into
CNT 1% reduction layer 13 by 24 sec/ layer 12 by 26 sec/ layer 17 - 18 by 27 sec/

meter velocity meter velocity meter velocity
2 3,2kg of Jute (36 layers) + Bullet penetrated into Bullet penetrated into Bullet penetrated into

CNT 1% coating layer 11 by 24 sec/ layer 11–12 by 26 sec/ layer 17 by 27 sec/
meter velocity meter velocity meter velocity

3 3,8 kg of Jute (36 layers) + Bullet penetrated into Bullet penetrated into Bullet penetrated into
CNT 2% coating layer 11 by 24 sec/ ayer 12 by 26 sec/ layer 17 by 27 sec/

meter velocity meter velocity meter velocity

*)  The strenght of jute fabric <100kg = kevlar


